Small businesses can participate in a variety of partnerships with the educational community that can result in benefits to all partners. Examples of successful school-business partnerships in Arizona include the Aquafria Foundation in Evandale; the partnership among the University of Arizona, Pueblo High School, and the Puma County-State Bar Association; and the Tucson Unified School District Adopt-a-School Program. The benefits to be derived by a small business from participation in such a partnership with the local educational community are many—increased visibility and an improved image, increased teamwork among employees, and a better educated pool of potential employees. Partnerships between a small business and a local school can take any one of a number of forms, including administering a volunteer program to furnish teacher aides, sponsoring a reading or math contest and furnishing a company service or product as the prize, and conducting an educational enrichment activity such as a plant tour. To ensure a successful educational partnership, members of the partnership should set realistic goals that are agreeable to all involved, should be specific as to program methodologies and durations, and should work to keep the lines of communication among parties open at all times. (MN)
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WHITE HOUSE CHALLENGE FORUM FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

TUCSON, ARIZONA -- SEPTEMBER 26, 1984 -- 11:00 A.M.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, GOOD MORNING. IT IS MY PLEASURE TO BE
HERE IN TUCSON TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS IMPORTANT EVENT FOR THE
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND WELL-BEING OF OUR NATION. THIS IS THE
FIRST OF THREE WHITE HOUSE CHALLENGE FORUMS AIMED AT STIMULATING
SMALL BUSINESS PARTICIPATION IN PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES. TODAY
I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS WITH YOU THE WAYS THAT YOU AND YOUR
BUSINESSES CAN INCREASE YOUR COMMITMENT TO YOUR COMMUNITIES AND
ALSO THE MANY BENEFITS THAT CAN COME TO YOUR ORGANIZATIONS FROM
THIS INVOLVEMENT. MY FOCUS WILL BE MAINLY ON THE KINDS OF
PARTNERSHIPS THAT CAN BRING THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY AND THE
PRIVATE SECTOR TOGETHER FOR THE GOAL OF EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
FOR ALL OUR CITIZENS.

THREE GREAT FORCES ARE NOW SURGING THROUGH AMERICAN
EDUCATION: FIRST, THE EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT;
SECOND, THE RELATED RETURN OF EDUCATIONAL CONTROL TO THE STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WHERE IT BELONGS; AND THIRD, THE INCREASING
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF AMERICAN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY,
ESPECIALLY AS IT RELATES TO IMPROVING EDUCATION.

EDUCATION REFORM HAS BECOME ONE OF THE LEADING ISSUES ON OUR
NATIONAL AGENDA. THERE HAS BEEN A GENUINE AWAKENING TO THE
REALIZATION THAT THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR EDUCATING OUR YOUTH LIES
NOT ONLY IN THE HANDS OF THE EDUCATORS, BUT ALSO IN THE HANDS OF
ALL THOSE WHO HAVE A VESTED INTEREST IN THE FUTURE OF OUR SOCIETY.

I HAVE BEEN VERY PLEASED THUS FAR WITH THE RESPONSE OF THE
ARIZONA PRIVATE SECTOR IN FORMING PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE ARIZONA
EDUCATION COMMUNITY. I'D LIKE TO TOUCH BRIEFLY ON A COUPLE OF
YOUR OUTSTANDING EXAMPLES.
THE AQUAFRIA FOUNDATION -- EVANULE, ARIZONA

Now into its fourth year, the Aquafria Foundation is a partnership between 40 private firms and concerned educators and citizens. At the conclusion of each year, the Evendale teachers nominate those peers whose work they judge to be outstanding. Their judgements are passed to an independent committee which includes citizens and the superintendent as an ex-officio member. Based on recommendations from this committee, the Aquafria award cash prizes of $1,200. Last year there were 8 recipients.

PARTNERSHIPS OF PUEBLO HIGH SCHOOL/UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA/PIMA COUNTY-SHTE BAR ASSOCIATION

Pueblo High School has received over 3,000 hours of tutorial time from secondary education students at the University of Arizona. This high school which is 90% minority and 87% Hispanic has benefited immensely from the math, science and English assistance of approximately 25 University students since this program was started in 1983. Also, the Pima County-State Bar Association has contributed significantly with the establishment of a Mock-Trial club. This club provides students with the opportunity to gain a better knowledge of the State and federal legal system. The impact of these partnerships has been tremendous -- since they were started, the number of students who graduated and continued their education at the University of Arizona has increased by several hundred percent.
TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

RIGHT HERE IN TUCSON you have an outstanding Adopt-A-School program and I congratulate all of you who are involved with it. The program has fifteen local schools partnered with seventeen local businesses in a program modeled after many similar corporate release-time volunteer efforts. Students are learning things like how to write a resume, how to present themselves in a job interview, how to make the most of their money and other invaluable skills through these partnerships. But in addition to the obvious benefits to students, the business community is also reaping the rewards of these partnerships.

WHY SHOULD SMALL BUSINESS FORM PARTNERSHIPS?

Robert V. Fossan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company had this answer:

"It is estimated that there are 14 million small businesses in this nation and there are 600,000 new firms being created each year. Together, they employ nearly half of the nation's workforce. Given this level of resources as well as the ability of most small firms to quickly respond to a commitment from the top, small businesses are a major potential resource to work closely with nonprofit organizations in solving community problems."

The President's Task Force on Private Initiatives, looked at a different aspect:
"There are numerous examples of small business owners who make the personal commitment to address a special need. Unhampered by the bureaucracy of the larger firm, the small business owner can move more spontaneously. The relationships with workers are likely to be closer than in the large company, and human resources may be more readily tapped."

We are not just asking businesses to form partnerships with schools because improving them is national priority, or because for the first time in our nation's history, this current generation has not had a better educational opportunity than the last.

The nation is calling on you to also make an investment which is justified in purely business terms. The payback for your active involvement is in the schools that serve the areas where you operate. Your payback or profit emerges from the schools that develop the skills you need, in reduced training costs, better work habits and discipline, higher quality, and better service for your customers. At the same time your involvement can help challenge, motivate and direct young people, helping to reduce the social problems such as alcohol and drug abuse, vandalism, delinquency and serious crime which undercut the business environment.

A community that is healthy and thriving is good for your business, it is a key factor in the growth and development of your business.
As the Wall Street Journal noted in a front page story this past summer, more and more companies are starting to see that it's in their enlightened self interest to support not-for-profit community organizations and volunteerism.

We are convinced that your involvement in partnerships with your local schools is one of your best opportunities for a long term investment you could possibly make now.

A brief outline of some of the benefits your business might realize from this partnership could include:

- Increased corporate visibility and a better image in the community.
- Improved employee morale, i.e., more loyal and productive employees.
- Increased teamwork among employees following teamwork for the community.
- Higher quality of new employees.
- Business products, services and policies are better understood.
- Ease of hiring new employees.
- A better educated community can mean a more productive community with a higher quality of life. This will attract potential employees and customers to your community.

The bottom line is that by involving your businesses in partnership with the schools, not only will students have an opportunity for a higher quality educational experience and your business will have fulfilled its community responsibility --
This type of partnership can also have a material effect on your business.

Some examples of partnerships you may wish to consider could include:
- Administering a volunteer program to furnish teachers aids or tutors drawn from your employees.
- Sponsoring a reading or math contest with the prizes being the donated product or service of your company.
- Donate, either alone or in concert with other businesses, to a Master Teacher stipend to help attract and hold good teachers in the system.
- Provide educational enrichment through plant tours, or career counselling by your skilled workers and professionals to help students see the "relevancy" of basic skills and the job opportunities for those who prepare themselves.

These are just a few suggestions, the opportunities are limitless.

Helpful Hints for Forming a Partnership

While there is no one formula to insure a successful program, here are a few tips to consider in starting a partnership:

- Talk with local teachers and staff to assess the needs of each school;
Keep in mind that commitment from all partners at the highest level is essential. Keep those lines of communication open at all times.

Set realistic goals which are agreeable to all those involved. It is better to start out small and then expand once the program is operating successfully.

Be specific about objectives, goals, methodology and duration. This specificity will allow the partners and the community to judge progress and purpose quickly and easily.

Designate an individual from each school who is willing to act on day to day problems. Designate an individual from your company to be the liaison with the partner school and the community.

Conclusion

American educators are currently engaged in the most massive reform movement in years. You will find them open to your interest as never before. President Reagan said last October that every one of our 110,000 schools should have at least one partnership. I would like to challenge each one of you here today to see that every one of the small businesses in this state becomes involved in a partnership in the next couple of years.

You can help young people prepare themselves for the challenges and opportunities of the rapidly changing economy, and at the same time help assure that you have a stable, healthy business environment.

I'll be happy to try to answer any questions you may have.